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Abstract— Performance accuracy is a critical but often neglected aspect of architectural performance simulators. One
approach to evaluating performance accuracy is to attempt to
reproduce observed performance results from a real machine.
In this paper, we attempt to model the performance of a
Compaq Alpha XP1000 workstation using the M5 full-system
simulator. There are two novel aspects to this work. First,
we simulate complex TCP/IP networking workloads and use
network bandwidth as our primary performance metric. Unlike
conventional CPU-intensive applications, these workloads spend
most of their time in the operating system kernel and include
significant interactions with platform hardware such as the
interrupt controller and network interface device. Second, we
attempt to achieve performance accuracy without extremely
precise modeling of the reference hardware. Instead, we use
simple generic component models and tune them to achieve
appropriate bandwidths and latencies.
Overall, we were able to achieve reasonable accuracy even
with our relatively imprecise model, matching the bandwidth of
the real system within 15% in most cases. We also used profiling
to break CPU time down into categories, and found that the
simulation results correlated well with the real machine.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The computer architecture community makes wide use of
simulation to evaluate new ideas. To provide meaningful
results, execution-driven architectural simulators must both
be functionally correct and model performance accurately.
Functional correctness, though often challenging, is typically
straightforward to test. In many cases, a lack of functional correctness has catastrophic consequences that cannot be ignored.
Performance accuracy, on the other hand, is much harder to
verify and much easier to neglect. As a result, it generally
gets short shrift from the research community. This situation
is ironic: given that the primary output of these simulators
is performance data rather than simulated program output,
performance accuracy is at least as important as functional
correctness, if not more so.
One of the key obstacles to validating performance accuracy
is that accuracy measurement requires a reference implementation with which the simulator’s performance results can
be compared. Because the primary purpose of simulation is
to model designs that have not been (and may never be)
implemented, this reference usually does not exist. Some of
the few simulator validation studies in the literature came
from situations where the simulator was used in the design
of a system that was later implemented in hardware, at which
point the designers could go back and retroactively measure

the accuracy of their simulators [1], [2]. While valuable for
the insights provided, these studies do not provide validation
before design decisions are made, when it is needed most.
Another approach to performance validation is to configure
a parameterizable simulator to model an existing system and
evaluate its accuracy in doing so [3], [4]. Although this process
does not fully validate the simulator’s accuracy in modeling
all the various configurations of interest, it identifies commonmode errors and provides a much higher degree of confidence
than having no validation whatsoever. Unfortunately, modern
computer systems are extremely complex, and modeling the
myriad subtleties of a particular hardware implementation is a
painstaking effort. Capturing these subtleties may be required
to correlate the simulator’s absolute performance with that of
the actual reference hardware. However, to the extent that these
details are orthogonal to the architectural features under study,
more approximate models would suffice to provide accurate
relative performance measurements. Developing performance
models that incorporate numerous potentially irrelevant details
may not be the most productive use of a researcher’s time.
The difficulty of performance validation increases as researchers attempt to investigate more complex applications.
For example, Desikan et al. [4] were able to model the
performance of CPU-bound microbenchmarks on an Alpha
21264 with an accuracy of 2%, but complexities in the
memory system (including the impact of virtual-to-physical
page mappings and refresh timing) caused their modeling error
to average 18% on the SPEC CPU2000 macrobenchmarks.
This paper describes our experience in validating the performance accuracy of the M5 full-system simulator for TCP/IPbased network-intensive workloads. Our efforts differ from
previous work in this area in two key aspects. First, we use
complex workloads that are both OS- and I/O-intensive. In
contrast, earlier simulation validation studies used applicationonly simulation [3], [4] or used workloads that did not
stress the OS or perform significant I/O [1], [2]. Second,
while we adjust our simulator configuration to model our
reference machine (a Compaq Alpha XP1000), we do not
strive to model that system precisely. One of our goals is to
determine how accurately we can model the overall behavior
of a complex system using appropriately tuned but relatively
generic component models. Avoiding irrelevant modeling details both saves time and increases our confidence that our set
of model parameters captures the most important behavioral
characteristics.

We use two Alpha 21264-based Compaq XP1000 systems
as our reference platforms, with CPUs running at 500 and 667
MHz. We evaluate both the absolute and relative performance
accuracy of our simulator modeling these systems, using
network bandwidth as our primary metric. After correcting
several inaccuracies in our model, we have narrowed the
discrepancy between it and the actual hardware to less than
15% in most cases. We also evaluate simulations on their
ability to model the relative time spent in different portions of
the software (application, protocol stack, device driver, etc.).
We see that the simulated and actual CPU utilization numbers
are strongly correlated.
The remainder of this paper begins with a discussion of our
M5 simulator in Section II. We then discuss the benchmarks
we used in Section III and how we gathered the data in
Section IV. The results we ultimately achieved are presented in
Section V. Section VI presents related work, and we conclude
in Section VII.
II. T HE M5 S IMULATOR
The primary goal of the M5 simulator is to enable research in end-system architectures for high-bandwidth TCP/IP
networking. TCP/IP network protocol and device interface
code resides in the operating system kernel, so TCP-intensive
workloads spend much of their time there. As a result, fullsystem simulation is a necessity. However, previously existing full-system simulators [5], [6], [7] lack other necessary
capabilities, such as a detailed and accurate model of the
I/O subsystem and network interface controller (NIC) and the
ability to simulate multiple networked systems in a controlled
and timing-accurate fashion. The difficulty of adapting an
existing full-system simulator to meet our needs seemed larger
than that of developing our own system, so we embarked on
the development of M5.
Another key goal of M5 is modularity. All simulated components are encapsulated as C++ objects with common interfaces for instantiation, configuration, and checkpointing. The
following subsections describe the categories of component
models most relevant to this study: processors, memory and
I/O systems, and the network interface.
A. Processor Models
M5 includes two processor models used in this study: a
simple functional model used primarily for fast-forwarding
and cache warmup, and a detailed out-of-order model used for
collecting performance measurements. (The latter was originally derived from Simplescalar’s sim-outorder [8], but
has been almost completely rewritten.) In addition to standard
out-of-order execution modeling, the detailed processor model
includes the timing impact of memory barriers, write barriers,
and uncached memory accesses.
These processor models functionally emulate an Alpha
21164 (EV5). The simulator executes actual Alpha PALcode to
handle booting, interrupts, and traps. The 21164 was originally
chosen because it allowed us to use SimOS/Alpha [5] as a reference platform during initial development of our full-system

support. Although we implement 21164 control registers and
execute 21164 PALcode, both the OS and application code see
the processor as an Alpha 21264, with all associated 21264
ISA extensions [9].
M5 functionally models a Compaq Tsunami platform [10],
of which the XP1000 is an example. Our implementation
includes the chipset and corresponding devices such as a realtime clock and serial ports. These devices are emulated with
enough fidelity to boot an unmodified Linux 2.4 or 2.6 series
kernel.
B. Memory and I/O System
The busses and chips connecting the CPU, memory, and I/O
devices of the system are a key factor in the performance of a
system. We build the memory and I/O system out of memory
and device models interconnected by busses and bus bridges.
The bus model is a simple split-transaction broadcast channel of configurable width and frequency. When used as a pointto-point interconnect, as in some places in our Tsunami model,
performance is optimistic, as it provides full bandwidth at
half duplex (i.e., in each direction, though not concurrently),
while the real link provides half the total bandwidth but in
full duplex. The bus bridge model joins two busses and has
configurable delay and buffering capacity. Bridges are used
to connect busses with different bandwidths and to model the
latency of chip crossings.
Using these simple components, we can assemble an entire
memory hierarchy from a CPU through multiple levels of
cache to DRAM or I/O devices as desired. I/O DMA transactions are kept coherent by having the cache hierarchy snoop
them. DMA reads get modified data from the cache if present,
and DMA writes invalidate any cached copies. Since we are
modeling a uniprocessor system, a more complex coherence
scheme is not required.
C. Ethernet Interface
We chose to model a National Semiconductor DP83820
network interface controller (NIC), as it is the only commercial
gigabit Ethernet interface for which we could find publicly
available documentation. The DP83820 was used in several
commercial gigabit Ethernet cards including the NetGear
GA622T, D-Link DGE500T, and SMC 9462TX. We used a
NetGear GA622T for our tests. We model the Ethernet link as
a lossless full-duplex channel of configurable bandwidth and
delay.
III. B ENCHMARKS
We used several workloads to compare the performance
of our simulated systems and the two Alpha XP1000s. Two
memory microbenchmarks provided detailed memory timing
information. To measure networking performance, we used the
netperf microbenchmark [11] and a modified version of SPEC
WEB99 [12].

A. Memory Microbenchmarks
We used two different microbenchmarks to calibrate memory and I/O device delays in our simulator. The first is a small
custom Linux kernel module that calculates the latency to a
given uncachable memory location. It accomplishes this by
using the Alpha rpcc instruction to time the execution of
loads and stores to the address in question. With this kernel
module we were able to discern the read and write latencies
for various components in the memory hierarchy and tune our
memory system appropriately.
The mem lat rd benchmark from LMBench helped us
calibrate and verify the DRAM and cache timing parameters
used in the system. This tool allows the user to select a stride
and a region size of memory for testing. The benchmark then
builds a linked list in the memory region with each memory
location holding a pointer to a location a stride away. The
pointer dependence forces each load to complete before the
next load can issue. By adjusting the stride it is possible
to cause a variety behaviors in the cache hierarchy and thus
determine timing information for accesses to different levels
of cache and for events like TLB misses.
B. Netperf
Netperf is a collection of network microbenchmarks developed by Hewlett-Packard, including benchmarks for evaluating the bandwidth and latency characteristics of various
network protocols. Of the various benchmarks, we selected
TCP stream, a transmit benchmark, and TCP maerts, a receive
benchmark. In both of these benchmarks, the client informs
the server of the benchmark and the server acts either as a sink
(for the transmit benchmark) or as a source (for the receive
benchmark), consuming or producing data as fast as it can.
These benchmarks are simple, just filling a buffer and calling
send() or receive(). Thus they spend most of their time
in the kernel TCP/IP stack and interrupt handler, and very little
time in user mode.
C. SPEC WEB99
SPEC WEB99 is a popular benchmark for evaluating webserver performance. It simulates multiple users accessing a mix
of both static and dynamic content over HTTP 1.1 connections.
The benchmark includes CGI scripts to do dynamic ad rotation
and other services a production webserver would normally
handle. For our simulations, we used the Apache webserver
[13] version 2.0.52. We employed the Apache mod specweb99
module, available on the SPEC and Apache websites, which
replaces the generic reference CGI scripts with a more optimized C implementation. We also wrote our own client request
generator, based on Surge [14], that preserves the SPEC
WEB99 workload characteristics but requires less simulation
overhead.
IV. M ETHODOLOGY
In this section we describe the metrics we used to compare
our simulated results to the real hardware and the methodology
we chose to gather data.

Category
Alignment
Buffer
Copy
Driver
Idle
Interrupt
Other
Stack
User

Description
Time spent processing reads or writes to unaligned addresses.
Time spent dealing with buffer management issues.
Time spent copying packets around in the kernel and to/from
user space.
Time spent executing code from the network driver.
Time spent with the CPU being idle.
Time spent handling I/O and timer interrupts (not including
device driver code).
Time spent in the kernel that doesn’t fall into any of the
other categories.
Time spent processing packets in the TCP/IP protocol stack.
Time spent executing a user level process.
TABLE I

D ESCRIPTION

OF

CPU U TILIZATION C ATEGORIES .

A. Metrics
We used two metrics to compare our simulated and real
systems: network bandwidth and CPU utilization. Our primary
comparison focused on the network bandwidth achieved by the
server, since that is of greatest concern for network-oriented
benchmarks. Our secondary metric was CPU utilization. We
broke CPU time down into several categories (Idle, Other,
User, Copy, Buffer, Stack, Driver, Interrupt, and Alignment)
and compared the relative amount of time spent in each
category across the simulated and actual machines. See Table
I for a description of the categories.
B. Simulated System
Full-system cycle-level simulation is orders of magnitude
slower than real hardware, making it impractical to run benchmarks to completion. To cope with this limitation, we turned
to fast-forwarding, cache warmup, and sampling to reduce
the simulation time while maintaining the characteristics of
the benchmark. These techniques, however, cannot be applied
blindly as the TCP protocol is self-tuning. Sampling too soon
after switching from a functional to a detailed model can
produce incorrect results [15].
To apply fast-forwarding we functionally executed the code
with a perfect memory system. This allowed us to quickly boot
the system and reach an interesting point of execution. After
we reached a point of interest we switched to a detailed CPU
with a memory hierarchy. To make sure that we gave the TCP
stack ample time to tune itself to the new system configuration
it was operating on we waited for 1.4 seconds of simulated
time to elapse before gathering data. This delay also gives
the caches and TLB time to warm up. At 1.4 seconds we then
sampled every 100ms until the simulation reached 2.5 seconds
and terminated.
The system that we are interested in varies depending on the
benchmark; the system under test is the client for netperf and
the server for SPEC WEB99. To ensure that the system under
test can perform to its fullest the other machine is simulated
with a perfect memory system, making it artificially fast.
We sampled the program counter every 100 cycles to
measure the amount of time the CPU spent executing different
categories of code. With the use of the kernel symbol table
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we found the symbol closest to that address and kept track of
how many times each symbol was seen during the execution.
A post-processing step aggregated these function names into
the broad categories presented above.
C. Real System
Our testbed consisted of one Compaq Alpha XP1000 running with either a 500MHz EV6 or 667MHz EV67 processor
and a National Semiconductor NS82830 based Gigabit Ethernet card. To stress the Alpha we used a dual-processor Opteron
with a Tigon III Ethernet card. For the real system we had the
luxury of running benchmarks to completion at the price of
the data gathering slightly perturbing the results. To reduce
this interference as much as possible we ran for hundreds
of seconds sampling the transmit and receive byte counts on
the Opteron at 30 second intervals and using OProfile [16]
sampling every 100,000 cycles to obtain the Alpha’s CPU
utilization breakdowns.
V. C OMPARISON TO M5
In this section, we compare our measurements of two real
Alpha XP1000 systems to the simulator’s results for similarly

During the process of running experiments we found and
remedied a number of modeling errors in our simulator. In this
section we describe these errors.
While analyzing a previous version of the CPU utilization
numbers mentioned in the below subsection, we noticed that
the time the simulated system spent in a function updating
the chipset interrupt mask register was much higher than it
was on the real machine. An investigation into this issue led
us to conclude that, on the real machine, uncached writes
to this register were getting acknowledged by the memory
controller before the write had actually propagated to the
device register. As a result, the register’s write latency was
substantially smaller than the read latency we measured with
the kernel microbenchmarks described in Section III. We
addressed this discrepancy by giving our bus bridges the
capability to acknowledge writes before forwarding them on
and enabling this option for the appropriate bridge.
Alpha CPUs have a variety of internal processor registers
(IPRs) that are accessed with special PALcode instructions.
The PAL-resident software TLB miss handler on Alpha CPUs
makes heavy use of these IPRs. While attempting to model
the TLB latency, we realized that our initial model treated
IPR accesses as integer ALU operations, meaning that several
of them could execute in each cycle with a one-cycle latency.
In contrast, the real hardware takes three cycles per access.
Also, although the Alpha documentation does not specifically
mention it, we assume that only one IPR access can be
performed at a time. To further match the observed TLB miss
penalty, we added a delay of 20ns to the invocation of the
TLB miss handler.
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C. Network Benchmarks
Figure 4 shows the final bandwidth results we produced for
the networking workloads. Error bars indicate one standard
deviation of error across the measurement samples we took.
Although the simulator consistently underestimates the network bandwidth, the results are reasonably close and stable.
For the stream benchmark we see an absolute error of 27%
and 24% for the 500MHz and 667MHz machines respectively.
We achieve errors of 15% and 7% for maerts and 14% and
12% for SPEC WEB99. Though the simulated systems always
underestimate the absolute bandwidth, the relative change in
bandwidth due to varying the CPU frequency is modeled
accurately.
We noticed that the simulated systems transmit half as
many packets per transmit interrupt as the real hardware. The
overhead of twice as many interrupt-handler invocations per
transmitted packet could account for the reduced bandwidth.
Our hypothesis is supported by the fact that the stream
benchmark exhibits the largest error; being a transmit-oriented
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Figures 1 through 3 show the results of our simulated runs
compared to the real hardware.
In Figure 1 we configured mem lat rd to read every word
sequentially. This setup incurs an L1 cache miss every 8
accesses. For sizes over 4MB, the L1 misses also miss in the
L2. We tuned our memory system latencies so that our data
matches the real data rather closely. The little bump around
64kB is due to page mapping issues. The Alpha has a virtually
indexed physically tagged L1, while M5 currently supports
only physically indexed caches. Thus pages within a 64KB
array could conflict in our L1 where they cannot on the real
machine. The other discrepancies observed for the 500MHz
system are within the timer resolution latency.
Figure 2 shows results for a 64-byte stride, and is mainly
concerned with L2 hit time. For array sizes larger than the L1
cache, all accesses are L1 misses. Again we have successfully
tuned M5 to model the real hardware latencies. The simulated
main memory access times seen at the right end of the graph
are within 4ns of the measured times.
Figure 3 focuses on TLB miss latency by showing results for
a stride of 8kB. Below 4MB, each access is a TLB miss but an
L2 hit. At the right end of the graph, accesses miss in both the
TLB and the L2 cache. We were able to model the TLB miss
latency precisely for both situations on the 667MHz machine.
However, the 500MHz machine posed more of a challenge.
Using the same TLB miss overhead (in CPU cycles) as in
the 667MHz machine, we were able to correctly model the
cost of a TLB miss that hits in the L2 cache. However, the
latency for a combined TLB/L2 miss on the 500MHz system
takes approximately 30ns longer on the simulator than on the
real machine, in spite of having an accurate latency for main
memory accesses on this system (see Figure 2). We are unable
to explain this phenomenon. We also noticed that the TLB miss
penalty is much more stable in the 667MHz system than in
the 500MHz system.
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benchmark, it would suffer the most from this effect. We
do not currently understand the cause of this interrupt-rate
differential.
In Figure 5 we compare the fractional CPU utilization
broken down into the above mentioned categories. As mentioned above, the data was gathered from OProfile on the
real hardware and using high-frequency sampling (every 100
cycles) on the simulator. Note that the simulator spends almost
twice as much time in interrupt code as the real system. This
result is consistent with the simulated system taking more
transmit interrupts, but is also possibly due to OProfile not
being able to interrupt the CPU for a sampling event if the
CPU is at a higher interrupt priority. Unlike OProfile, our
simulator’s sampling is not affected by the CPU’s interrupt
priority level.
The other two discrepancies seen in the utilization graph
are a difference in time spent in TCP/IP stack processing and
the lack of idle time we see in the simulated stream runs. We
hypothesize that this is due to our CPU model underestimating

some aspects of the real CPU’s performance. This effect is
not surprising, as we spent most of our tuning effort on the
memory and I/O system.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Bedicheck [1] validated the Talisman simulator, designed
to model the Meerkat prototype multicomputer, against the
final hardware. He achieved remarkable accuracy, but beyond
a wide range of microbenchmarks he reports only on a few
small kernel without any OS or I/O activity. Meerkat was based
on the in-order, single-issue Motorola 88100 CPU, so detailed
CPU modeling was not required.
Gibson et al. [2] validated the various simulation models
used to develop the Stanford FLASH prototype (including
SimOS-based full-system models) against the prototype hardware itself. In accordance with the focus of the FLASH
project, the workloads used for validation were parallel
compute-bound applications from the SPLASH-2 suite [17],
which did not involve significant OS or I/O activity. Interestingly, they found (as we did) that the overhead of software
TLB miss handling was a significant discrepancy between their
simulator and the real machine. They also found that a fast
simple in-order processor model often gave results as accurate
as a more detailed out-of-order model.
Desikan et al. [4] created and validated a model of a Alpha
21264 microprocessor against a Compaq DS-10L workstation.
They spent considerable effort modeling detailed aspects of
the 21264 processor core, such as replay traps and clustered
execution, resulting in an error of less than 2% for CPU-bound
microbenchmarks. However, their inability to model complex
interactions within the memory system caused their error on
SPEC CPU2000 macrobenchmarks to average 18%. This error
reflects in part issues that are effectively non-deterministic and
cannot be accurately matched in a simulator, such as physical
page mapping effects on cache and DRAM page conflicts and
DRAM refresh timing.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We validated the performance modeling capabilities of the
M5 simulator by comparing M5 models of two Compaq
Alpha XP1000 servers with their real-world counterparts. We
compared network bandwidth and CPU utilization for two
network-intensive micro-benchmarks and a macro-benchmark.
The M5 models were able to get within 15% of the real
machines’ bandwidth on most benchmarks. Furthermore, the
simulation results accurately reflected the impact of varying
CPU frequency. We feel that this level of accuracy is quite
good given the relatively generic and imprecise models used
in the simulator, and the fact that our only major effort in
tuning for the reference machine was to correlate memory and
device register latencies. For unknown reasons, our simulated
system incurs twice the number of transmit interrupts as the
real hardware; if we can address this problem, our results
should match the real Alpha hardware even more closely.
Our short-term future work includes addressing this discrepancy and employing additional macrobenchmarks for compar-

ison. One longer-term enhancement to this study would be
perform multiple runs of each workload while inserting small
random delays into our memory system [18], thus determining
whether or not the small differences we see tweaking various
simulator parameters are simply artifacts of timing randomness
or are statistically significant.
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